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Abstract. The rising interest for developing systems in web environments has produced that 
the research community poses the necessity of offering methodological proposals in order to 
give a suitable reference when a web system is produced. In the last years, several 
methodological proposals have appeared: OOHDM (Object Oriented Hypermedia Design 
Method, UWE (UML Based Web Engineering), OOH (Object-Oriented Hypermedia Method), 
WSDM (Web Site Design Method) or WebML (Web Modelling Language) are only some 
examples. However, there is not a standard and world wide accepted methodology. Each 
methodology proposes its own techniques and models. This fact has produced that some studies 
have been made in order to compare them. These comparatives studies show that there are 
some gaps in web engineering. This paper presents these gaps and introduces NDT 
(Navigational Development Techniques). NDT is an approach which offers a different 
development process that starts with requirements treatment and allows to get design models 
using a systematic process. It tries to solve some of these gaps detected in web engineering. In 
order to introduce how NDT confronts these gaps, the paper presents NDT development 
process, a global vision of its objectives and its tool case, NDT-Tool. Also, this paper 
enumerated some real projects developed by NDT and NDT-Tool in real companies. 
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1 Introduction 

In the last years, several methodological proposals have been developed by the 
research community: OOHDM [22], UWE[16], WebML[4], UWA project[23] or 
OOH[5] are only some examples. However, after studying them [8] and analyzing 
several comparative studies [2][12][15], we can deduce some ideas. 

A. Web proposals are mainly focused on the design and implementation 
phases. They often do not offer new techniques or models to capture and 
deal with web requirements. These methodologies often propose use cases 
as the only technique to treat requirements and only some of them, like 
UWE, propose techniques to describe or validate requirements. Others, like 
UWA, offer a complete procedure to capture and describe prototypes, but 
their proposals do not make easy the communication with the user.  

B. Most of them are based on the conceptual model. The conceptual model 
represents the static structure of the web system and it is often represented 
using a class diagram in UML. In most of approach, there are other system 
models, like navigation model or the abstract interface model, which are 



 
designed using the conceptual model. It causes that these models depend on 
the conceptual model. Thus, a small change in the conceptual model can 
produce a big change in the other ones. Also, a critical question in web 
system development is to sure that a designed conceptual model is the most 
suitable one for a system and that it does not have any mistakes. 

C. There is a gap in tool cases. Although the research community in web 
engineering was mainly focus in the design phase, recently, some groups 
are more interested in other phases like the requirements treatment 
[2][8][12][15]. They are upholding for offering an easier way to go from 
requirements to the conceptual model [5][7][16]. In this way, the 
researchers are demanding the necessity of giving tool cases which guide 
the team in the development of web information systems [2][8][12][15].   

This paper offers a global vision of NDT[10]. NDT is a web methodological 
proposal that is focused on the first phases of the life cycle. For that, in the second 
section, a global vision of the most referenced web methodologies is shown in 
order to present the motivations to develop NDT. In the third section, a global 
vision of NDT is presented. After this, in the fourth section, it presents a case tool, 
NDT-Tool[11], which guides in NDT application and gets NDT results 
automatically. In the fifth section, some applications of NDT and NDT-Tool in real 
projects are shown. Finally, some future works and conclusions are given. 

2 Current web methodologies 

Nowadays, there are a lot of methodological proposals oriented to the web 
environment. The huge number of methods, models and techniques that has 
appeared has produced that some comparative studies have been made in order to 
analyse similarities and differences between them [2][8][12][15]. In figure 1 a short 
schema with the most famous proposed web methodologies is shown1. In this 
figure, fixes lines represent that one proposal is based in other previous, dotted 
lines represent that these methodologies are related.  

We can observe in this figure that there are a lot of relations. Thus, really, in web 
environment, there is not a consensus in the used terminology or in the used 
development process. However, if the comparative studies are analysed, some 
common ideas can be found. The first common point is that most web 
methodologies are mainly focussed on the design and the implementation phases. 
Design has been the most worked phase and most methodologies propose to 
separate in design three basic aspects, at least: 

•  The conceptual aspect of the system, which is often represented using a class 
diagram. 

                                                           
1 All of these methodologies are referenced and hardly studied in [8][12][15]. 



 
•  The navigational aspect of the system, which represents how the user can 

navigate in the system. 
•  The abstract interface aspect of the system, which indicates how the user can 

interact with the system. 
 

 

 
Fig. 1. Web methodologies relations 

The idea of separating these aspects in web systems was first presented in 
OOHDM, but it has been accepted in following important proposals like SOHDM 
[18], UWE or OOH. Moreover, other proposals, like UWA, W2000[1] or WebML, 
besides propose to design other aspects like the internal functionality or the 
personalization with independent models.  

Although there are different proposals, the most interesting aspect in our study 
is to analyse the development process used by these methodologies. The work of 
these methodologies is focussed on design which is mainly based on the first 
enumerated model: the conceptual model. This general characteristic is presented 
in figure 2. As it is shown, the process starts with the requirements treatment. The 
group of analysts receives information from the users and customers that allows 
them to define the requirements catalogue. Some methodologies do not cover this 
phase. Perhaps OOHDM, SOHDM, Conallen’s proposal [6], UWE, W2000 and 
UWA are the most interested proposals in requirements treatment. All of them, 
except for UWA and SOHDM, propose to achieve the requirements capture and 
definition using the use cases [14], which is the UML proposal [3][17]. Starting in 
requirements definition, the conceptual model of the system must be designed. 
When this model is developed, other models like navigational model, abstract 



 
interface models, etc. are made. These other models are based on the conceptual 
one. Afterwards, the system is implemented using all these models. The 
implementation is valued by users who detect errors and bugs. This whole process 
is repeated until the suitable final system is obtained.  

 

 
Fig. 2. The general development process in web methodologies 

However, although this process has been accepted by the research community, 
nowadays, there are some important points which are being questioned: are use 
cases a suitable technique to treat requirements in web environment?, is it easy 
enough to get a good conceptual model from use cases?, is it necessary to develop 
other system models from the conceptual model?, etc.  

The answers depend on the research group. Use cases are very easy to be 
understood by the user but sometimes, it is not easy to get a conceptual model from 
them because they are very little concrete [12].  Moreover, it could be possible to 
make other models like navigation or abstract interface models independent of the 
conceptual model. It will assure a cheaper maintenance and more possibilities of 
reusing.  



 
3 NDT (Navigational Development Techniques) 

In order to deal with these questions, since 2001 a new proposal named NDT is 
being developed. NDT is a methodology focussed on the first phases of the life 
cycle. Its development process can be defined as a bottom-up process. It is 
focussed on a very detail requirements definition guided by objectives [19], which 
covers three subphases: requirements capture, requirements definition and 
requirements validation. In figure 3, the NDT process is presented. As it can be 
observed, it is quite different from the process in figure 2. The NDT process only 
covers the first phases in the life cycle. Its proposed models (conceptual, 
navigational, abstract interface models) are independent and it is necessary to stick 
out that workflows in NDT, which are represented with continuous arrows in figure 
3, are systematic workflows. These workflows can be even automatic if the 
development team uses NDT-Tool, which is a case tool that let apply the NDT 
process. 

 
Fig.3. NDT development process 

The process starts by defining objectives. Using a described procedure, 
requirements are captured and defined. Requirements are classified and dealt with 
depending on whether they are: information storage requirements, interaction 
requirements, etc. When requirements are validated, the NDT process continues 



 
defining three models: the conceptual model, the navigational model and the 
abstract interface model.  

The most important characteristic of the NDT process is that the way to go from 
requirements to models is systematic and makes each model independent. It is 
systematic because NDT offers algorithms which indicate how each model has to 
be obtained from the requirements definition. And they are independent because, 
although different models are related between them, because all of them represent 
an aspect of the same system, each of them can be obtained independently from the 
requirements. It is not necessary to model the conceptual schema to design the 
navigational or the abstract interface model.  

From these models, some evaluated prototypes can be obtained. These 
prototypes can be valued by users and customers. In this section, the NDT process 
is finished. Starting with the developed models and making sure that they are 
correct, the development team can apply other web methodologies like UWE or 
OOHDM in order to continue the development process. 

The main goal of NDT is to offer a systematic process to get models which other 
accepted web methodologies use as the base to their development process and to 
guarantee the quality of these models given techniques ant metrics to validate the 
results. NDT is a methodological procedure to get design models from the users’ 
requirements. In the next sections, NDT development process is going to be 
presented in a more concrete way. 

3.1 Requirements treatment 
The first workflow in the NDT process is the requirements treatment. In this 
workflow, system requirements have to be described. The process starts by 
studying the environment and defining system objectives [20]. When they are 
defined, information storage necessities have to be studied. In this second activity, 
the analyst has to determine what kind of information the system has to store and 
how it is structured. 

A web information system can be very different depending on the actor who 
interacts with it. Thus, the third activity in NDT is to study possible actors. In this 
activity actors are classified, possible roles are defined and relations and 
incompatibilities between them are detected. 

After that, functional internal necessities are studied. Using use cases, functional 
options that the system has to offer to each role are described.  

The fifth activity is one of the most important for the rest of the system. In this 
activity, interaction requirements have to be studied. To get this, in a first task 
phrases must be described. They indicate which information is important for each 
actor to retrieve the storage information. In a second task, visualization prototypes 
are described. These represent who can interact with the system, what information 
will be shown and what use cases described in the fourth activity can be executed 



 
in each moment, and also, how users can navigate in the system. These 
visualization prototypes are the base of the NDT process. 

The last activity in requirements treatment is to define non-functional 
requirements. Non-functional requirements are those ones that are not directly 
related to system functionality and describe constraints to system's capabilities. 
They usually affect to the performance and semantics of the system. 

To finish this short description, it is necessary to indicate that the requirements 
treatment in NDT is oriented in two different ways. On the one hand, it is easy 
enough to be understood by users and customers. But, on the other hand, it has to 
offer concrete and structured results in order to be useful to the development team. 
In order to get these aims, to describe objectives and requirements, several patterns 
are proposed in NDT. A pattern is a table with concrete fields which will be 
completed by the user and the analyst. Each kind of requirements has its own 
pattern. This proposal based on patterns of NDT has been applied to several real 
problems giving very good results [9].  

3.2 The conceptual model development 
The concise and structured description of requirements given by patterns lets 
design models systematically. In this way, the conceptual model can be obtained 
from patterns defined in the second activity in the requirements treatment.  

To continue with the present research community tendency [15], the conceptual 
model is represented using a class diagram in UML [3]. According to the UML 
authors, when a static model of a system is developed using a class diagram, it is 
used to get one of these aims: to represent the vocabulary and the limits of the 
system, to model simple collaborations between elements in the system or to model 
the logical scheme of the database. In NDT, like in other web methodologies, the 
class model gets the first and the second aims, and although the conceptual model 
can be used as a base to develop the database, this step is not included in the NDT 
process. 

3.3 The navigational model development 
The navigational model represents how the user is going to visualize the storage 
information in the system and how he will be able to navigate through it. This 
description has been accepted in most of web methodologies. However, there is not 
a standard representation of this model [2][8][12][15]. The most widespread idea in 
the research community is to use a class model with special classes like nodes, 
links, menus, etc. After doing an exhaustive comparative study [8], NDT has 
assumed the UWE approach [16] because it seems the most suitable for us. This 
proposal offers a class diagram extension based on UML where the navigational 
model is a special class diagram with special classes: nodes, links, queries, menus, 
guided routes and indexes. This navigational model is quite easy to be understood 
because it is based on UML and offers enough semantic to represent all the system 



 
navigational structure. Starting with interaction requirements patterns, and mainly 
with visualization prototypes patterns, a definition of nodes, indexes, routes guides, 
menus and links is obtained in a systematic way, in an automatic way if NDT-Tool 
is used. From phrases patterns more links and queries can be determined. 

To conclude, it is necessary to indicate that NDT navigational model is really a 
group of navigational models. Using the study about actors made in the 
requirements phase, each actor’s navigation necessities are detected. Sometimes 
each actor has a very different navigational model and it is necessary to develop 
several navigational models. 

3.4 The abstract interface model development 
The abstract interface model lets represent how the user will interact with the 
system. Again, interaction requirements are the base to obtain it. Nowadays, the 
conceptual and the navigation model is completely defined in NDT and also 
algorithms that allow to get them. However, the abstract interface model is still 
being developed. There are a lot of tendencies to represent this model and NDT 
research group is evaluating them to decide which is the best one and if it could be 
included in the NDT process or if it is necessary to introduce a new one. 
Nowadays, we find very interesting the UWE proposal [16] and the Conallen’s 
proposal [6] but we want to apply them to our real examples and some new ones in 
order to evaluate the results.  

Because this phase has not been developed completely yet, it could be possible 
to find the necessity of extending any available proposals, like UWE or Conallen’s, 
to get a more suitable approach. 

4 NDT-Tool 

NDT-Tool is a case tool which allows to apply NDT algorithms and techniques and 
to generate results, documents and models automatically. Nowadays, only 
requirements phase is completely codified, but some algorithms and models of the 
next phases are already implemented. 

The first form in NDT offers a global menu with several options: 
� Management project: this option allows to add, modify or delete web projects 

into the tool. Each project has a short description, which will be automatically 
included in the output documents. 

� Requirements treatment: this option lets apply all techniques and models 
proposed by NDT requirements phase. It allows to complete objectives and 
requirements patterns and to check any inconsistence. It also offers the 
possibility of making the traceability matrix, which allows to value 
requirements. When this phase is finished, NDT-Tool can generate the 
requirements catalogue. It generates a word document with a defined structure 



 
that includes all pattern definitions, the participants in the system development, 
an index, a cover, etc. 

� Conceptual model option: this option takes patterns definition in the 
requirements phase and automatically generates a class diagram from them. It 
also generates a dictionary which describes classes in class diagram in a more 
concrete way. 

� Navigational model option: this option generates a navigational model using the 
definition in patterns. To represent this model, the proposal of UWE has been 
used. Also, a dictionary which describes the navigational model can be 
generated. 

� Interface model option: this option generates the interface model and a 
document which describes its elements. This last option must generate some 
evaluated prototypes. Our idea is to generate these prototypes in JAVA, but, 
nowadays this option has not been developed yet. 

Models in conceptual model, navigational model and abstract interface model can 
be visualized in Rational Rose environment. Nowadays, algorithms which generate 
these models are implemented but we are still working in the connection with the 
Rational Rose tool. 

In next figures, some screens of NDT-Tool are presented2.  
 

 
Fig. 4. Actor’s generalization option 

 
In figure 4, the graphical option to work with actors and roles in requirements 
definition is offered. In the figure 5, the matrix of traceability which makes 
possible to evaluate if all the objectives have been covered in the specification is 
                                                           

2 Nowadays, only the Spanish version of NDT-Tool is available 



 
presented and in figure 6, an example of a requirements pattern is shown. Data in 
this screen has been obtained from a real system developed with NDT and NDT-
Tool. NDT has been applied to several real problems giving very good results. 
Now, we are applying our proposal of NDT-Tool to these examples to evaluate the 
use of the tool. 

 
Fig. 5. Matrix of traceability option 

 
Fig. 6. An example of the visualization prototype pattern 



 
5 Real projects developed with NDT and NDT-Tool 

Since 2001, when NDT started to be developed it has been applied to several real 
projects. These applications to the real environment in public and private 
companies are a good feed back for us. The real applications with real customers 
and users let validate the NDT techniques, patterns, models, results and models. 

The first real project developed with NDT was the system to Manage 
Monuments in Andalusia [13]. This system was developed in 2001 in a 
collaboration between the department of Computer Languages and Systems and the 
Historical Patrimony Andalusian Institute [13]. In this case, only the requirements 
phase of NDT was applied but the results was very interesting because we could 
value that patterns are a good technique to make easy the communication with 
costumers and users. The collaboration was so good, that NDT has been applied to 
others systems in this institution: the web system to Manage the Thesaurus of 
Historical Patrimony [13], the web system to Generate Automatically Cultural 
Routes in Andalusia [13], etc. 

NDT also has been applied in private companies. For instances, it was applied 
in several projects with the company Sadiel S.A. [21] developed during 2002 and 
2003. 

The most recent application of NDT was really interesting. It has been used to 
develop a system to Generate Medical Reports to People who have Physical 
Handicaps [12]. It was really difficult because the medical terminology used by 
customers was very complex, but patterns and prototypes generated automatically 
with NDT were again a good technique to make easier this communication.  

Apart of these applications, NDT and NDT-Tool are being also applied by our 
student in Computer Sciences. Nowadays, about 35 final projects in Computer 
Sciences in our Department have been developed with NDT. 

6 Conclusions and Future Works 

This paper has presented a global vision of NDT, a new web proposal to specify 
and analyze web system. For that, it has first given a global vision of the current 
web methodologies to introduce which are the motivations of NDT. After that, it 
has presented a global description of the NDT development process and its case 
tool, NDT-Tool. Finally, it has enumerated the application of NDT in real projects 
with public and private companies. 

As conclusion, we can say that NDT is giving very good results in real 
companies. We though that NDT is getting its goals and solving questions made in 
section 2. It offers a good way to deal with requirements in web environment and it 
does not focus the development process in the conceptual model. It offers a 
systematic way, which is even automatic with NDT-Tool, to model web aspects in 
analysis easier and cheaper. 



 
As a future work we are focussed on two lines. The first one is oriented to 

companies. We think that it is very important to continue applying NDT and NDT-
Tool in real projects to validate its results, models and techniques. But, in other 
way, we are working with several research groups to compare NDT with other web 
methodologies and have expert points of view which let us learning new 
possibilities to NDT. 
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